
Starting Point

Souleye

It only takes 20 days to make a change
Break un-healthy habit
And switch your ways

Well I wish it were that easy though
It's not so once it's got your soul

It's hard to let go Got to start climbing up
Reach out Tell me what you need
Go ahead no doubts Call a friend

Tell them what your thinking
I'm afraid confused I'm freaking

Scared of living I've got fear of dyeing
The loss of control A fork in the road

A small crack can make a giant fracture
Take a step back soak in the laughter
It's real funny when you think about it

The massiveness of this existence
The past present and the future is all

Right now all right now All right nowHook
Yeah the coast is clear

This is the year
Big things are happening
There's magic in the air

It's time that we all celebrate
There's another way

Oh yeah there's a another way2Hold up wait pause That was a triple take
And in the morning We can start all over again

I asked the man in the mirror What are you thinking
And he replied move on I said ok I'm gone
I don't need it why would I want to feed it

How could I be defeated Loud like I was screaming
Now is what we make it Lets make it the greatest

Moment we've ever had
What do you think about that

Now here's a story of a boy who became a man
Through the temptations of life

While he wonders the lands
Deserted in a desert while he's on Lsdee

Riding his bike like a unicorn thinking he's free
The egg hatched in the cuckoo's nest

The bird was unimpressed
He got up took flight headed north west

He was refreshed to find where he was going
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Blessed to know truth was always the moment
HookYeah the coast is clear

This is the year
Big things are happening
There's magic in the air

It's time that we all celebrate
There's another way

Oh yeah there's a another way3It's been 20 twenty days And I don't feel the same
I'm dreaming now I've got a vision and Aim

Every day's a new lesson And I Love learning
While it changes switches Flying your space ship
The micro macro The golden mean A middle way

Walking along the board walk
My shadow gets bigger when the sun gets brighter

Its feeling really good yeah I'm delighted
Care free from caring about

Other peoples fears anxieties and doubts
I'm only me so I won't trip

My shoes I double knot them
A superstition that I do follow

It might take a long way to get back
To that starting point

Of where you want to be at
Don't worry it will happen

All you have to do is trust your intuition
And that God in youHookYeah the coast is clear

This is the year
Big things are happening
There's magic in the air

It's time that we all celebrate
There's another way

Oh yeah there's a another way
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